




























































2.1.  ????????  
  ???????????????????????????? 3 ?????
                                                  
1 TOEFL ???????????????????????????????









(1) a. ?? (hierarchy) 
   b. ?? (displacement) 










(2) a. can eagles that fly swim? 
   b. instinctively, eagles that fly swim              (Chomsky 2013:39) 
 
???????????????????????? can ??? instinctively
????????????????????????????????? fly
????????????????????????? (2a)????????
(3a)???? (3b)?????????????  
 
(3) a. eagles that fly can swim?  
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???????????????????????????????????
????????? Wh-Question ???????????????  
 
(4) a. What did John eat? 
   b. The picture was painted by Picasso. 
 
(4a)??????what ??? eat ??????????????? eat ???
???????? (4b)? the picture ??? painted ????????????
??? paint ????????????(5)????????????????
????????????????what ? the picture ??????????
?????????????????????  
 
(5) a. What did John eat what ? 




?? 1 ????????????? (6a)?????????????????
????????????????????????? (6b)????  
 
(6) a. This is [the house [that Jack built]]. 
   b. This is the dog that worried the cat that ate the malt that lay in [the 











? ?? MP ??????????????????????????????
???? (Syntactic Object)??????????????????????  
 
(7)  ???Merge?  





??????????????????????? {?  ? }?????????
????????????????????????????????????  
 
(8)  a.? ??? ??? ???? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? b.? { build { the house } } 
           ? ei                        ei?                             
           ?? ? ?    ??? ??               build      { the house } 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ei                       ei 
? ? ? ? ? ? ?    ? ??    ? ? ?                     the        house 
                                                  
2 ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
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????built the house ?? { built  { the  house } }???????? VP ?




(9) a.  What did John build ? 
   b.          { did { John { build what } } }  
   c.  { what  { did { John { build what } } } }  
 




????????????????? (CP???? that ? )????????
?????????????? CP(that ? )??? VP ???????????
????? CP(that ? )????????????????????????
?????  
 
(10) a.   {think {that John is an architect}} 






                                                  











?????????????????????????????????     
 
??TOEFL ???????  
? ????????????????????????????? TOEFL ?
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????  
3.1.  ??????????TOEFL ?????  
? ?????????????????????? TOEFL ????????





CEFR-J ??????? B ?? C ????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????  
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(11)  CEFR-J ???????????? 6 
C2 ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
C1 ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????









??????? (2010: 152-153??????????????????? 10
?????????????????????????????????? 7  
 
(12) a.  ??????????????  
? ? b.  ????????????  
? ? ? ???????????????????????????????  
? ? c.  ???????????      ?         ? ? ? ????????  
                                                  
6 ??????????????????????????????????
???????????? CEFR ? B1?B2 ?????????(p.3)????
??????????????? C1?C2 ????????????????
??????????????????????  




















? ? ? ? (a main or independent clause with all its modifiers and 
subordinate clauses)??Hunt 1966??????9?????????????




                                                  
8 ??????????? The Study of Language (Yule 2011)???????
???? (????? displacement ?????????????? ) 
? Humans can refer to past and future. This property of human language is 
called displacement.?                ? ?       ? (Yule 2011: 12) 
9 ?? Hunt ?????? (2010:160-161)?????  
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(13)a.  What may not be quite as obvious, though, is how the second 
language teacher should interpret the hundreds of facets of first 
language research and theory. (Brown 1987: 38) 
     b.  [CP [CP what may ...       ]   is   [CP how ... should ...    ]]   
   
(13a)? Brown (1987)????????????????????(13b)???
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????? T-Unit ?????? (clause)?????
??????????T-Unit ??????????????????  







? ????????????????????????? TOEFL ?????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? TOEFL ???????????????
? T-Unit ???????????????  
4.1.  ????  












? ?  





??  T-Unit ????? (Clause)???  
 T-U Cl(Fn) Cl(NF) SS Cl(Fn)/T-U Cl(Fn+NF)/T-U SS/T-U 
Pssg 1 21  36 13 5 1.71 2.33 0.24 
Pssg 2 20  35 19 4 1.75 2.70 0.20 
Pssg 3 21  26 12 5 1.24 1.81 0.24 
Pssg 4 19  30  4 7 1.58 1.79 0.37 
Pssg 5 17  27  4 8 1.59 1.82 0.47 
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????????????????????????????? 14 
? ???????????????????? that ????????????
?????????????????????? 15 16 
 
(17)  a. because? ? ? ?   ???      d. while, whereas  ? ??  
? ?   b. if ? ? ? ?  ? ?   ??        e. ???????????  










                                                  
14 ???????????????????? T-Unit ??????????
???? T-Unit ??????????????????? T-Unit ????
Appendix 1 ????????  










??????(??Passage 2 ???T-Unit ?????????????? 0.4 
(5/20)???? ) 
17 ??????????????????????????????????


























???????????????????????????    
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
                                                  
18 ????????????? (appositive)?????????????  
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?????????????????? T-Unit ??  
 1Cl 2Cls 3Cls 4Cls 5Cls 6Cls 7Cls
Pssg 1 5 9 7 0 1 0 0 
Pssg 2 4 4 5 5 0 0 1 
Pssg 3 6 5 6 1 0 0 0 
Pssg 4 7 11 0 0 1 0 0 
Pssg 5 8 5 1 1 0 1 0 
??  30 34 19 7 2 1 1 
???1Cl ????????2Cl ????????????????  
Appendix 2?  
??????????????????????????  
    thereby, particularly, therefore, mostly, rather than, such as, in general, 
often, like(2), thus, technically? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?Passage 1 ???     
